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Bridge and Highway Structure Rehabilitation and RepairMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	State-of-the-Art Bridge and Highway Rehabilitation and Repair Methods


	This authoritative volume offers up-to-date guidance on the latest design techniques, repair methods, specialized software, materials, and advanced maintenance procedures for bridges and highway structures. Focusing on both traditional and nontraditional design...
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Upgrading and Repairing Laptop ComputersQue, 2003
Beyond cutting edge, Scott Mueller goes where no computer book author has gone  before--right past all the warranty stickers, the hidden screws, and the fear  factor to produce a real owner's manual that every laptop owner should have on  his desk. This book shows the upgrades users can perform, the ones that are  better left to the manufacturer,...
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A Beginner's Guide to Structural Equation ModelingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This book's strength is that it carefully walks the reader through all steps required to conduct an SEM analysis. Checklists are provided for each step, from model specification through validation. The accompanying CD provides all of the programs needed to do the analysis, with accompanying screen shots and directions in the book to allow the...
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Modern Coding TheoryCambridge University Press, 2008
Having trouble deciding which coding scheme to employ, how to design a new scheme, or how to improve an existing system? This summary of the state-of-the-art in iterative coding makes this decision more straightforward. With emphasis on the underlying theory, techniques to analyse and design practical iterative coding systems are presented. Using...
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Creative Wedding Album Design with Adobe Photoshop: Step-by-Step Techniques for Professional Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Pairing photographic creativity with digital-manipulation techniques, this unique manual teaches the use of Photoshop® to design artful, distinctive, and compelling wedding albums. Showing that the artistic process need not stop at the click of the shutter, the steps for album creation are detailed—reviewing the images,...
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Heuristics in Analytics: A Practical Perspective of What Influences Our Analytical World (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Employ heuristic adjustments for truly accurate analysis


	Heuristics in Analytics presents an approach to analysis that accounts for the randomness of business and the competitive marketplace, creating a model that more accurately reflects the scenario at hand. With an emphasis on the importance of proper analytical...
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Marketing Across Cultures (Culture for Business Series)Capstone, 2004
The authors of this text show how we can understand different markets and customer needs in a wide range of cultural contexts. They also show that culture is the dominant factor that pervades all relationships and behaviors.

The marketing process is beset by dilemmas. Traditional theories about marketing break down when organizations are...
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Ransomware Revolution: The Rise of a Prodigious Cyber Threat (Advances in Information Security, 85)Springer, 2021

	
		This book explores the genesis of ransomware and how the parallel emergence of encryption technologies has elevated ransomware to become the most prodigious cyber threat that enterprises are confronting. It also investigates the driving forces behind what has been dubbed the ‘ransomware revolution’ after a series of major...
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Hebbian Learning and Negative Feedback Networks (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2004
From the reviews of the first edition:

"This book is concerned with developing unsupervised learning procedures and building self organizing network modules that can capture regularities of the environment.  the book provides a detailed introduction to Hebbian learning and negative feedback neural networks and is suitable for...
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Writing for Computer ScienceSpringer, 2004

	Writing for Computer Science is an introduction to doing and describing re-

	search. For the most part the book is a discussion of good writing style and

	effective research strategies. Some of the material is accepted wisdom, some

	is controversial, and some is my opinions. Although the book is brief, it is

	designed to be...
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Fiber Optic Data Communication: Technology Advances and FuturesAcademic Press, 2002
In correspondence with the widely popular and original Handbook of Fiber Optic Data Communication First Edition, and now updated Second Edition (2001), experts in both industry and academia have compiled an excellent addition to the field of Fiber Optics.  This work revisits and expounds on the future technology section of the first Handbook, while...
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The A to Z book of computer gamesTAB Books, 1979
There is probably no need to explain the fun you can have playing games with computers. More specious though perhaps, is the enjoyment experienced by the person who programs the computer. Most games played with card, dice, and the like are challenging and mentally stimulating. So too, is the process of compter programming - perhaps even more so....
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